Fun Swirl Soap
Recipe makes approximately 9 slices of Soap.

Here’s What You Need:
Ingredients

YOGURT Melt and Pour Soap
Flower Child Fragrance Oil
FUN Soap Colorant- Yelp Yellow 1 oz.
FUN Soap Colorant- Neon Blue 1 oz.
FUN Soap Colorant- Neon Orange 1 oz.
Square Loaf- Mold Market Molds
Mitre Box - Stainless Steel
Cutter for Mitre Box - Stainless Steel

Other Ingredients Needed:
Cutting Board
Measuring Utensils (stainless steel only)
Microwave safe glass container
Large Knife
Mixing Spoon (wood or stainless steel)
Microwave
Rubbing alcohol in a spray bottle
(2) 9 x 12 Cake Pans
Clean & Sanitize your work area and all of your packaging materials. It is suggested that you wear gloves, protective clothing, and a hair net while preparing this recipe.

**Step 1:** Each block of Natures Garden Yogurt Melt and Pour Soap is perforated into 40 cubes. Each cube is approximately 1 oz. You will need a total of 50 cubes of soap to make this recipe.

**Step 2:** Prepare Blue Swirl: In a glass container, melt 10 cubes of soap in the microwave 30 seconds at a time. Stir gently. Keep melting until all soap is in a liquid state. Add neon blue soap colorant to melted soap. Mix well. Add 1 teaspoon of Flower Child fragrance oil; stir. Pour all of soap into a 9 x 13 cake pan and allow to set up at room temp.

**Step 3:** Prepare Orange Swirl: In a glass container, melt 10 cubes of soap in the microwave 30 seconds at a time. Stir gently. Keep melting until all soap is in a liquid state. Add neon orange soap colorant to melted soap. Mix well. Add 1 teaspoon of Child Flower fragrance oil; stir. Pour all of soap into a 9 x 13 cake pan and allow to set up at room temp.

**Step 4:** Remove swirls from cake pan by peeling off. Lay blue swirl layer on top of orange swirl layer and roll both of them together into a loose roll.

**Step 5:** Place roll of blue and orange swirls into square loaf mold.

**Step 6:** Prepare Yellow Soap. In a glass container, melt 30 cubes of soap in the microwave 30 seconds at a time. Stir gently. Keep melting until all soap is in a liquid state. Add a generous amount of yelp yellow soap colorant to melted soap. Mix well. Add 1 ounce of Flower Child fragrance oil; stir.

**Step 7:** Pour Soap. Slowly pour the yellow soap mixture over the blue/orange soap roll in the square loaf mold; allowing for the melted soap to enter into the roll. Completely cover the blue/orange roll with the melted yellow soap mixture.

**Step 8:** While soap is still warm, add small swirl details to top of your soap if desired. You would make these at the same time you made the blue and orange roll, but you simply cut the roll into smaller/shorter swirls.

**Step 9:** Cool your soap at room temperature or in refrigerator.

**Step 10:** Removing the soap. Place the mold upside down. Using your thumbs, apply gentle pressure to the center of the cavity. When the soap loaf releases, set it aside.

**Step 11:** Cutting the soap into slices: Place entire soap loaf into stainless steel mitre box. Using the mitre box cutter, line the soap up to edge of mitre box and cut even slices of soap.

Natures Garden is not responsible for the performance of any of the recipes provided on our website. Testing is your responsibility. If you plan to resell any recipes we provide, it is your responsibility to adhere to all FDA regulations. If there are ingredients listed in a recipe that Natures Garden does not sell, we cannot offer any advice on where to purchase those ingredients.